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About Preevyet
- Who we are ?
Preevyet is licensed company since June 2020 and we are specialized in helping students
to get acceptance in Russian universities and supporting them after arrival with many
services starting from airport pick-up , finishing all documents , contracts , and following
up with our students.
* Preevyet company is licensed by General Authority of Investment
( Commercial registration no. 150321 ) and the company is based in Egypt.

Our team :
Preevyet team has a diversity of experiences in translation , communications and Russian
universities admissions and other processes over than 4 years.
Our team is a combination between Arab and Russian members and we speak English ,
Arabic , Russian and French.

Our story :
Starting from 2017 we were students in different Russian universities and we’ve noticed
that foreign students in Russia were facing several difficulties as they weren’t aware
enough of admission process , regulations , Russian language or official interactions with
universities or Government. So, we have been dedicated to help them to gain stability
and overcome all challenges.
We helped tens of foreign students from different countries that made us gain a lot of
experiences in helping students so, we gathered all of these experiences and services to
students and provided it in our website :
www.preevyet.com earlier in 2020 to help max. number of students.
Then we established Preevyet company by June 2020.
What does “ Preevyet “ means ?
“ Preevyet “ is the most common Russian word and it means : Hi / Hello !

Our Services
Preevyet empowers their students with different ways of support and services.
Starting from consultancy , providing university acceptance , Visa support and after
arrival services. We can separate our services to 4 categories:

A: Providing Acceptance: We provide acceptance for our students in over than 50
universities in +10 Russian cities and we do every required step like translation
correspondence and following up then we send the invitation to the student.
We guarantee the acceptance for up to 3 universities chosen by students and we help our
students to choose between universities.
B: Before traveling preparation: We empower our students with guidance in legal ,
academic , social and financial areas by our team. And we teach students how to use the
most important used apps in Russia like : 2GIS , Yandix Navigator , VK , Sber Bank Online ,
etc… .
and we guide our students to gain study Visa and traveling regulations in airports.
C: After arrival support : We give our students all required support and follow up since
they arrive at Russian airports by variety of services and ways of support like :
- Airport Pick-up and drop-off in University dorms, Contracting with University and Dorms.
- Making medical check and insurance , all legal registrations and Visa extending.
- Getting Russian SIM card & internet , opening bank account , Transportation card.
- Making a city tour to guide our students to the most frequent places they would need to
visit like : banks , Malls , University buildings , dorms , shops , pharmacies and
entertainment spots.
- keep in touch with our students and following up by our team in Office and
representatives in different Russian Cities and giving them any required support.
D: Other services: we provide other supportive services like: translation ,
certificate equivalency , booking internal train or flights.
Want to know more about our services ?
Please head to our Website : www.preevyet.com or contact us.

Why Preevyet ?
- Preevyet interact with students under a signed contract to clarify all details and
agreements and to save company’s and students rights.
- We have a clear refund policy which is up to 100% from our fees.
- We don’t take any commissions from University tuition fees from the students and
we make our students pay themselves after distinguishing between University
tuitions and company fees.
- Our 1st. priority is our students / clients that’s why we have students support and
customer care in all phases ( admission , before traveling , after arrival ) and we made
a special program ( Preevyet Stars ) which has a lot of benefits for students.
- We have specialized team for all processes and incidents for over than 4 yeas and
that team is available for your help all the time.
- We speak English , Russian and Arabic.
- We have easy and smooth ways to interact and provide our services like : our office
/ Website : www.preevyet.com / WhatsApp number / phone calling / our
representatives
in different Russian cities.
- We don’t promise our students with providing high paid jobs or gaining residency
in Russia which is scamming but we help them with all available opportunities under
legal regulations in Russia.
- We deliver the realistic image of Russia , universities & life there.
- All information or services we deliver we take the responsibility on it as it’s gained
from years of experiences , former students and 100% real and legal.
- We are the first company which provides a full guide to study in Russia.

Why Russia ?
- Russia has a very good quality of education in universities which reflected on it’s ranking
18 of Russian universities are at the Top 500 universities over the world ( QS ranking 2021 ).
- Russia has advanced technologies and sciences in different areas like : Medicine ,
Pharmacy , Architecture , engineering , cyber security , information systems , literature ,
international relations , politics , physical culture , mass communication and much more.
- Russian universities have a wide range of recognition around of the world like in Canada ,
Germany , China and Egypt ( according to Anabin , WES and other references ).
- A lot of study programs are delivered in Russian and English as well.
- Lower tuitions fees than EU and USA universities doubles of times less.
- Low living expenses : 150-500 USD per month including all expenses ( depending on your
lifestyle , place of accommodation and city )
- Students can work in part time jobs or full time jobs in Postgraduate degree to cover their
expenses with no required work permit.
- Easy Visa regulations without financial guarantee , no Russian language level required.
- You can study Russian language in Russian Universities from the beginning till you become
qualified enough to study in the university in Russian language.
- low Russian preparatory course fees which is 2000 USD on average.
- The Russian society is very friendly and welcoming foreigners like the whole world
witnessed in FIFA World Cup 2018 and it’s a safe country to live in.
- You can choose between +800 universities and higher education institutes.
- Russia has a great diversity and different races are all living in peace.
- During your stay in Russia you can enjoy the beautiful Russian nature and dozens
of entertainment spots and you can enjoy playing sports or doing any activity.

Want to know more about studying in Russia ?
- We have provided a lot of information about studying , living in Russia
in different places by posts, articles and videos like :
- Our Website : www.preevyet.com
- Our Facebook page : https://www.facebook.com/PreevyetRu
- Our Instagram account : https://www.instagram.com/preevyetru/

* You can find your full Preevyet Guide to study in Russia ( Arabic
version ) on our website : www.preevyet.com

* Or feel free to text us on WhatsApp No. : +201098974142

Contact us
For support :
- Website : www.preevyet.com
- Facebook page : https://www.facebook.com/PreevyetRu
- Instagram account : https://www.instagram.com/preevyetru/
- WhatsApp No. : +201098974142 ( texts , voice messages and calls )
- Call us from Egypt : 01098974742
- Our Office : 32 Mostafa Elnahas st. 2nd floor , Nasr City , Cairo , Egypt.
- Working time : Sunday : Thursday from 11 AM till 7 PM
** Please note that : Booking an appointment is required to visit us.

For partnership and collaboration :
- Call or WhatsApp : +201019497551
- Send an e-mail to : info@preevyet.com

